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DM551/MM851 – 1. Exam assignment
Hand in by Friday Nov 27, 2023 09:00.

Rules

This is the first of two sets of problems which together with the oral exam in January
constitute the exam in DM551/MM851. This first set of problems may be solved in
groups of up top three. Any collaboration between different groups will be considered
as exam fraud. Thus you are not allowed to show your solutions to fellow students, not
from your group and you may not discuss the solutions with other groups. On the other
hand, you can learn a lot from discussing the problems with each other so you may do
this to some extend, such as which methods can be used or similar problems from the
book or exercise classes.

It is important that you try to be as concise as possible but still argue so that the
reader can follow your calculations and explanations. You must use combinatorial
arguments to solve the problems. For example in a counting problem it is not enough
to generate all solutions and count them. It is also not enough just to say that the
solution follows from an example in the book or similar. In such a case you should
repeat the argument in your own words.

Remember that this (and the second set of assignment to follow later) counts as part of
your exam, so do a good job and try to answer all questions carefully.

How to hand in your report

Your report, which should be written in Danish or English, must be handed in on It-
slearning by Friday October 27 at 09:00

On the first page you must write your name(s) and the first 6 digits of your CPR-
number(s). Do not write the last 4 digits!.

Exam problems

Solve the following problems. Remember to justify all answers.

Problem 1 (6p)

You have been in Bilka and bought 17 distinct items. When you come home you look
at the receipt and wonder how you can apply the tools from DM551 to the information
on the receipt. You soon realize that you may be able to find an application of the
pigeon hole principle to the info on the receipt. Prove that that, no matter how the 17
things listed on the receipt there will always be 5 items on the receipt (top to bottom)
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so that their price is either increasing (not smaller than the previous) or decreasing (not
larger than the previous) in the order from top to bottom.

Problem 2 (14p)

At a party there are 12 men and 8 women.

(a) How many different pairs (m,w), where m is a man and w is a woman, can one
make?

(b) In how many ways can we form 8 pairs (m1, w1), . . . , (m6, w6) where mi is a
man, mi ̸= mj for i ̸= j, wi is a woman, wi ̸= wj for i ̸= j and the order of
these pairs is not important (so that all permutations of the same 8 pairs count as
one solution)? Hint: how many solutions are there for a fixed set of 8 distinct
men?

(c) In how many ways can we arrange the 8 women in a circle if we consider two ar-
rangements identical when each woman has the same two women next to her (so
for example w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8w1 is the same as w1w8w7w6w5w4w3w2w1)?

(d) Now consider a fixed cyclic ordering wi1wi2wi3wi4wi5wi6wi7wi8wi1 of the
eight women. We want to place the men into the circle in such a way that no
two women stand next to each other. In how many ways can this be done if we
do not distinguish between the men? Hint: Compare with Exercise 6.5.48.

Problem 3 (10p)

(a) Suppose we choose a random letter x from the string ’RECURRENCE’ and
a random letter y from the string ’RELATION’. What is the probability that
x = y?

(b) How many different permutations are there of the string ’RECURRENCE’?

Problem 4 (6p)

Prove that for all non-negative integers n we have

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
17k3n−k =

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
10n
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Problem 5 (10p)

Consider an experiment where we roll two dice once. Let X denote the minimum value
of the two dice (so if we roll 3 and then 2, we have X = 2).

(a) What are the different values that X can take?

(b) What is the probability of X taking the different values? That is, find for all
possible values r the quantity p(X = r).

(c) Determine E(X)

Problem 6 (16p)

(a) Find the number of non-negative integer solutions to x1 + x2 + x3 = 15

(b) Solve the problem above with the extra condition that x1 ≥ 4, x3 ≥ 5.

(c) In how many ways can one distribute 15 identical balls into 3 distinct boxes such
that box 1 contains at most 5 balls, box 2 at most 8 balls and box 3 at most 9
balls? Hint: use inclusion-exclusion.

(d) Explain why the following does not lead to the correct answer: The sum of the
upper bounds is 22 = 5 + 8 + 9 so 7 more than 15. Find the number of ways to
distribute 7 balls in three boxes and return this as the answer. Here the distribu-
tion of the 7 balls would tell us how much to lower each upper bound so that we
lower them by 7 in total.

Problem 7 (16p)

Suppose we have to form m committees, each with k persons, so that each committee
represents k different skills from a set S of n skills (so k ≤ n). The rule is that we
must cover each skill by a fixed person and no person may be assigned to more than
one of the skills (so there will be exactly n different persons covering the skills). We
can see a committee X as a subset of S and the committees can overlap, that is, several
committees may need a person with the same skill s and this person (the one who is
assigned to skill s) will then belong to all those committees.

Suppose that we have many skilled employers both men and female so that we can can
cover any subset S′ ⊆ S of the skills by different men and the remaining skills S \ S′

by different women.

Our task is now to analyse when we can form m committees, each with a prescribed
sets of k skills, so that all of these committees have both a man and a woman.
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Let us see an example: Suppose there are 4 skills, a, b, c, d and we want 3 committees
with skills C1 = {a, b, c}, C2 = {b, c, d} and C3 = {a, c, d}, respectively. If we
choose women w1, w2 for skills a and c and men m1,m2 for the skills b and d, then it
is easy to check that all the three committees have both a man and a woman: committee
C1 will consist of both women and man m1, committee C2 will consist of both men
and woman w2 and finally committee C3 will consist of both women and man m2.

(a) In how many ways can we assign persons to the n skills if we just want to cover
each skill by either a man or a woman?

(b) Prove, using the probabilistic method, that if the number m of committees we
wish to form is less than 2k−1, then there is always an assignment of men and
women to the skills such that each of the m committees will have at least one
man and at least one woman. Hint: Compare with the notes on Weekly note 3
(consider a random assignment of qualified men and women to the n skills ).

Problem 8 (22p)

This exercise is about Monte Carlo (MC) algorithms. You should start by recalling
how the MC algorithm for the majority element problem (see Weekly note 4) works
and how we can choose the parameter (the number of repetitions) so as to get the prob-
ability of a correct answer as close to 1 as we want (but still smaller than 1 of course).

Now consider the following variant of the majority element problem: we still have a set
S = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} consisting of n, not necessarily distinct numbers and we want
to find out whether S contains two distinct numbers xi ̸= xj such that each of xi, xj

occur at least K = ⌊n
3 ⌋+ 1 times in S. We call such a pair a majority pair.

Consider the following approach.

Repeat the following up to m times:

1. Pick a random index r and check whether xr occurs at least K times in S.

2. If is the case, then delete all copies of xr from S and call the resulting set S′;
otherwise exit the loop (go to the next round).

3. Pick a random index t among the |S′| indices of S′ and check whether xt occurs
at least K times in S′.

4. If this is the case then return ’true’ together with the majority pair (xr, xt); oth-
erwise exit the loop (go to the next round).

If no majority pair was found in any of the m rounds above, then return ’false’

Let A denote the randomized algorithm that follows the strategy above

(a) Argue that A is always correct if it returns ’true’
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(b) Argue that S can have at most one majority pair.

(c) Prove that when there is a majority pair in S, then the probability that A finds
this pair in any execution of its loop is at least 1

3 . Hint: assume x, y is the unique
majority pair. Define events E1, E2 so that E1 is the event that xr ∈ {x, y}
and E2 is the event that xt ∈ {x, y} − {xr}. Then calculate a lower bound for
p(E1 ∩ E2).

(d) What should the value of m be if we wish to ensure that the probability of S
having no majority pair is at least 99% if A returns ’false’?

(e) Suppose that S does have a majority pair. What is the expected number of times
we need to repeat the loop of A before we have found the pair ?
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